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The background

▪ May 15, 2020: FB completed the acquisition of GIPHY 

▪ June 9, 2020: CMA required Facebook to hold GIPHY separate

▪ November 30, 2021: CMA completed Phase 2 investigation and ordered FB to 
divest GIPHY

▪ December 23, 2021: FB appealed to the tribunal

▪ June 14, 2022: The Tribunal remitted the case to the CMA for reconsideration

▪ October 18, 2022: CMA decided again that FB should divest GIPHY
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Why is the case interesting?
▪ First major opposition to a Big Tech acquisition (maybe it's just the beginning)

▪ A lot of criticism lately for antitrust inaction vis-à-vis Big Tech (e.g., Stigler report, 
Caffara, Crawford, Valletti. VOX 2020, last year's debate on the Google-Fitbit merger), 
so this kind of decision was expected

▪ The concern is for the elimination of potential competition
▪ Shapiro (IJIO 2018): "Several types of economic evidence all support moving toward 

stricter merger enforcement… One promising way to tighten up on merger enforcement 
would be to apply tougher standards to mergers that may lessen competition in the 
future…  when a large incumbent firm acquires a highly capable firm operating in an 
adjacent space. This happens frequently in the technology sector."

▪ The CMA blocked a merger by two U.S. corporations (Antitrust "imperialism")

▪ The implication is a divestiture which is uncommon ("unscramble the eggs")
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GIFHY's business model
▪ Provides GIFs and GIF stickers for free

▪ These are inputs to other apps (add ons), not stand alone products

▪ An API: apps (Snapchat, Instagram, TikTok) can access GIFHY's services from within for free
▪ If users bypass GIFHY, GIFHY cannot show them ads: an API is like a newspaper helping apps to take its stories for free…

▪ Why supply API for free? How much can GIPHY charge for an API?  

▪ Paid alignment: “Brand Partners” could pay to align their GIFs with popular search terms or insert them into 
GIPHY’s ‘trending’ feed
▪ Does not look that promising…

▪ GIPHY was acquired for $315 M; had the business model been a bonanza, GIPHY would have rejected the offer
▪ In 2016 when GIPHY raised funds it was valued at $600M 

▪ Jin, Leccese, and Wagman (IJIO, forthcoming): the av. deal value of a GAFAM acquisition between 2010-2020 was $1,548M

▪ Fumagalli, Motta, and Tarantino (2022) show that a high price is a sign for a "killer acquisition"

▪ GIPHY contacted other potential acquirers – why search for an acquirer if the business model is promising?
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Facebook's motivation for the deal
▪ Concern about GIPHY's viability

▪ Opposite of a "killer acquisition": It is a "life saving acquisition"!

▪ Not a "reverse killer acquisition" either: the CMA did not argue that post merger we will lose FB's investments 
in GIF libraries

▪ Neither was there a "Kill zone" effect (Kamepalli, Rajan, Zingales (2020)): 
▪ Tenor is owned by Google (but GIPHY did OK)
▪ No evidence that prior to the acquisition, GIPHY had trouble raising funds (users were reluctant to adopt GIPHY's 

service before the acquisition)

▪ But why save GIPHY's life before it is in real danger? 
▪ GIPHY can always approach FB for the rescue in case it is in trouble
▪ FB can always tell GIPHY: "Let us know if you are in trouble; we'll help"

▪ Possibility: GIPHY's life was not in danger, but GIPHY just did not have enough funds to develop 
new and better products

▪ But then, why can’t FB help GIPHY financially (minority stake, JV, pay more, ask GIPHY for special services)? 
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Facebook's motivation for the deal

▪ Integration of GIPHY’s library into FB and having direct control would enable FB to 
develop and launch additional features and deliver more relevant content to its users
▪ Why merge rather than rely on an alliance or contractual agreement?

▪ Is there a potential holdup problem? Some contractual incompleteness? A danger 
that FB/GIPHY secretes will leak to rivals
▪ Allain, Chambolle, and Rey, (Restad, 2016)

▪ Acquihire: integrate GIPHY’s talent, specifically it's creative production specialists 
▪ But then this talent is not available to others: a negative externality of outsiders

▪ Not clear why FB "had" to acquire GIPHY or why this is good for society…
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TOH 1: Competition in the online ads market

▪ GIPHY would likely have become a competitor to FB
▪ GIPHY's ad revenue is estimated at $27.5M (GrowJo.com); FB's ad revenue in 2021 was $115B

▪ How can you sell ads by providing GIFs, especially if the GIF appear on someone else's app?

▪ Possibility: revenue sharing; but how much GIPHY contributes to the revenue?

▪ How could GIPHY identify users and send them targeted ads?

▪ How is GIPHY different than other advertisers which compete with FB?
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TOH 1: Competition in the online ads market
▪ The CMA provides many statements about potential competition and its benefits; but 

what's the mechanism here?

▪ "GIPHY’s efforts to monetise GIFs increased the likelihood of new innovations or 
products being made available… " 
▪ Innovations by whom? 
▪ Which innovations? 

▪ Why would they be developed?
▪ How are these innovations helping consumers and by how much?

▪ "… and of existing providers of display advertising, including Meta, making efforts to 
protect their future sales from increased competition"
▪ Protect from what? 
▪ And why would these be substantial?
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TOH 1: Competition in the online ads market

▪ "GIPHY’s Paid Alignment would have been a close competitor to Facebook in that 
it had the potential to become an important alternative to Facebook for at least 
some advertisers’ display advertising budgets"
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TOH 1: Competition in the online ads market

▪ "GIPHY’s Paid Alignment would have been a close competitor to Facebook in that 
it had the potential to become an important alternative to Facebook for at least 
some advertisers’ display advertising budgets"
▪ How would it be a close substitute for FB? And how close?

▪ What does "had the potential" mean?

▪ What does "important alternative" mean? (FB's ad revenue in 2021 was $115B)

▪ What does "at least some advertisers" mean? How many? 

▪ Frankly, TOH 1 sounds to me far fetched (or not well explained…)
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TOH 2: input foreclosure

▪ Foreclose whom? And why is foreclosure profitable?

▪ Latham and Watkings, "Initial Phase 2 submission, 19 May 2021: "A vertical 
foreclosure strategy can only succeed if there are no viable alternatives to the 
relevant input to which access is foreclosed."
▪ Actually, the alternative should be "inferior" not "nonexistent" (as in OSS (AER, 1990)) 

▪ How essential are GIPHY's GIF? Anything that Tenor, say, does not have?

▪ TOH 2 sounds at best speculative
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Counterfactual
▪ GIPHY would be OK: earn enough revenue through external investment and/or 

paid alignment business
▪ William Goldman: "Nobody knows anything"

▪ Internet culture writer Ryan Broderick: “Gifs feel extremely dated. They were never easy 
to make and didn’t work particularly well on mobile. So now they are basically the cringe 
reaction image your millennial boss uses in Slack. Rather than what they used to be, 
which was a decentralised image type for communicating on blogs and message 
boards. It’s actually kind of sad how choked out the gif was by large corporations, 
copyright laws, and mobile browsers.” (Guardian, September 16, 2022)

▪ GIPHY would have been acquired by an alternative purchaser, “possibly another 
social media platform”
▪ Would the CMA let this merger go through?

▪ Why would that merger be better than the merger with FB?
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"Antitrust imperialism"

▪ Facebook and GIPHY are US corporations; the UK is a modest market in terms of 
size

▪ Why is it a good idea for the CMA to block the merger?

▪ Failure of HSR in the US
▪ According to Bloomberg, GIPHY paid dividends before the acquisition so its assets were 

below the HSR threshold and it went under the radar

▪ Wollmann (AER: Insights, 2019) shows that stealth consolidation is a big problem
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Bottom line
▪ Shapiro (IJIO 2018): "Antitrust was born and then fortified during a period of populism 

in the United States in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Likewise, today’s populist 
sentiments–by which I mean the widespread and bipartisan concern that the deck is 
stacked in favor of large powerful firms–represent an opportunity, indeed a plea, to 
strengthen antitrust enforcement." 

▪ An important decision and maybe a sign for the future

▪ There's a big debate about "potential competition" TOH
▪ This decision suggests a willingness to consider more speculative arguments than we used to
▪ Maybe in the last 10-15 years the situation was the exact opposite, but did the pendulum 

swing too much in the other direction?

▪ The CMA's decision is very detailed and a lot of work was done
▪ But the decision is 10 times longer than it should be (and in the end I did not even get the 

main idea…)
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